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1. List of Commonwealth countries, former Commonwealth countries, and former colonies, protectorates and trust territories covered by the Register

2. Contributors to the Register
INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Commonwealth Studies' Register of Commonwealth research is a list of higher degree theses conducted at UK Universities and relating to the Commonwealth of Nations, its member countries, and the former British Empire. The Register has been maintained since 1949 and covers research both in progress and completed; its retrospective coverage extends back to the 1920s.

From the data held in the Register, the Institute compiles and publishes Theses in Progress in Commonwealth Studies as a snapshot of current research on the Commonwealth and Empire in Britain.

This edition of Theses in Progress in Commonwealth Studies contains titles believed to be in progress at the end of 2014 and early 2015, and supersedes all previous editions. Electronic PDF versions of previous issues of Theses in Progress in Commonwealth Studies are available online from the School of Advanced Study e-repository, SAS Space at: http://sas-space.sas.ac.uk

In December 2006, the School of Advanced Study launched its online repository, SAS Space. This provided the opportunity, for the first time, to make available the files of the full Register. These are sub-divided by region and contain almost 17,500 records in total. The files are added annually and can be found online.

The Register, and Theses in Progress, are compiled and maintained as a source of current and past research on the Commonwealth, and also as a point of contact between candidates for higher degrees in British universities. Readers of this directory may be interested to know about the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission Professional Networks, set up to encourage communication on themes of relevance across the Commonwealth. These Networks are open to past and current Commonwealth Scholars, and to anyone with an interest in the respective fields. More information on the networks can be found at: http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/networks/professional-networks/

Coverage

Commonwealth studies has been defined as study of the Commonwealth of Nations or the former British Empire and their member countries together with countries formerly under British protection. The exceptions are Great Britain herself, and the United States. A list of countries appears in the first appendix to this publication.

Subject coverage is primarily in the fields of history, politics, sociology, anthropology, economics, geography, literature, language and religion. The subjects of education, medicine, law, science and technology are included on a selective basis.

Coverage is of theses for higher degrees presented to UK universities. Dissertations submitted for the MA degree had been included in the earlier sections of the Register. For more recent records, MA dissertations and non degree topics are excluded.

Sources of information

Data for the register are obtained from a variety of sources. Printed sources include:

Aslib. Index to theses
Institute of Historical Research, Historical Research for Higher Degrees in the UK: Theses in Progress and Theses Completed

Information made publicly available by departmental websites now provides the largest source of data. However, coverage by websites is by no means universal, and a significant source of information arises from correspondence conducted with university departments and academic supervisors throughout Britain.

The contribution made by these individuals is enormous; the Institute is profoundly grateful for their assistance. The universities who contributed to this compilation, either by correspondence or by making information available on their websites, are listed at Appendix 2.

In addition, a number of students submitted personal returns. Apart from the above many other respondents replied with "nil" returns and to them also thanks are recorded.

Completed theses

This list does not include theses known to have been completed. Details of these are available in the full Register of Commonwealth research. The full Register can be found, as a series of Excel files, updated annually, and on the School of Advanced Study online repository (SAS Space), at: http://sas-space.sas.ac.uk

Enquiries about the Register are welcome.
Data Protection Act 1988

The Institute’s Register of Commonwealth research holds data supplied, including contact details, within the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1988. Data are maintained in an electronic format and details of completed theses are placed on the web with open access. Email addresses are specifically excluded. The dissemination of research data is deemed to have a legitimate purpose and the implied consent of candidates is assumed to be granted. However, individuals may apply to the editor to have information removed or amended.

The Institute will take all reasonable care to ensure that the information held is accurate but cannot be held responsible for errors or the use made of the data downloaded from the web.

Errors and omissions

The compilation of this list has relied on the co-operation of many persons but it is recognised that it may contain errors, inaccuracies and omissions. Notification of these would be most welcome.

Patricia M Larby
Editor, Register of Commonwealth research
April 2015

Contacting the Institute of Commonwealth Studies

About inclusion in the Register:
Email: Commonwealth.Register@sas.ac.uk
Tel. +44 (0)20 7862 8840

Institute of Commonwealth Studies website: http://commonwealth.sas.ac.uk
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Dr N Gooptu
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DPhil

VARMA, Sreevidya
Micro-credit in Kerala
Mr J Vail
Newcastle
MPhil/PhD

VELTHUIS, Misha
The impact of private voluntary standards on the degree and form of commodification in Indian agriculture
London, SOAS
PhD
2013

VIDYARTHEE, Kaushal
Dalit’s incorporation into India’s business economy: implication for social and economic policies
Oxford, Green Templeton
DPhil
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VIJH, Rajneesh
The return of high skilled migrants, knowledge transfers and organizational development: three case studies in New Delhi, India
Dr X Fu
Oxford, Wolfson
DPhil

VISANA, Vikram
The business and political career of Dadabhai Naoroji, a founding father of Indian nationalism
Cambridge
PhD

WALL, Gareth
Reflecting local priorities through multidimensional indicators of development [Rajasthan, Karnataka, Kerala and West Bengal, Municipalities Delhi and Mumbai and sub-district - Panchayat – reports Kerala]
Dr P Amis and Prof A Chakrovarty
Birmingham
PhD

WANI, Javed
The politics of ‘public order’ laws in late colonial and early post-colonial India (1900-1975): a study into the tactics of exception
Dr M Daechsel
London, Royal Holloway
PhD
2012

WAQAR, Annie (Syeda)
US-India strategic nuclear partnership and its effect on nuclear proliferation in South Asia
Dr R Guerrina and Prof M Olssen
Surrey
PhD

WARSII, Mr Sahil Khan
Cultivating Hambastagi and Hamdardi: personhood and relatedness among Afghans in India
Dr M Marsden and Dr C Osella
London, SOAS
PhD
2010

WHITAKER, Lana
Food sovereignty in India
Dr B Vira
Cambridge
PhD
2013

WILLETTS, Peter
Understanding and predicting rainfall in the Indian monsoon
Dr J Marshall and Prof D Parker
Leeds
PhD
WILLIAMS, Richard David  
Hindustani Music between Awadh and Bengal, c.1758-1905  
Dr J Schofield and Dr J Wilson  
London, King’s  
PhD  
2011

WORMALD, Jessica  
Regional variation in Punjabi English  
Dr D Watt and Prof P French  
York  
MPHil/DPHil

WU, Pin Hsien  
Formation of environmental movements in China and India; a case study of mining  
Dr V Damodaran  
Sussex  
DPHil

YENNETI, Komalirani  
Unpacking low carbon interventions in India: the implementation gap between climate mitigation and renewable energy policies  
Dr S Bouzarovsk and Dr R Day  
Birmingham  
PhD  
2010

YORKE, Stephanie  
Disability and the normative paradigm in postcolonial literatures of the Indian subcontinent  
Dr A Mukherjee  
Oxford, Wolfson  
DPHil

YU, Haiyan (Helen)  
Sustainable water management for water and food security in a changing world: a comparative study between arid rural communities of China and India  
Prof W M Edmunds, Prof D S G Thomas and Dr A Lora-Wainwright  
Oxford  
DPHil  
2010

MALDIVES

FAIR, Hannah  
Understanding of climate change and social change in the Republic of the Maldives  
Dr S Randalls  
London, UC  
MPHil/PhD

SHIUNA, Mariyam  
Urban violence and disillusionment with democracy in the Maldives  
Dr J Goodhand  
London, SOAS  
PhD  
2011

PAKISTAN

ABRAR, Mohammad  
Discourses and practices of corporate governance in Pakistan’s microfinance institutions  
Dr G Lightfoot and Dr A Cameron  
Leicester  
PhD

AGHA, Nadia  
Strategies to enhance power positions within households in Pakistan  
York  
PhD  
2012

AHMAD, Malik  
Civil resistance movements of Pakistan, 1977-2009  
Prof D Hardiman  
Warwick  
MPHil/PhD

AHMAD, Shazia  
Between orthodoxy and heresy: Ahmadiyya, Islam and national identity in Pakistan, 1931-74  
Dr S Tejani  
London, SOAS  
PhD  
2013

AHMAD, Uzma  
Human capital development in Pakistan: determinants of sustaining academic achievements  
Dr S McIntosh and Dr C Valante  
Sheffield  
MPHil/PhD  
2010

AHMED, Naveed  
The effects of the structural adjustment policies and the World Bank and IMF on economic, social and cultural rights: case study of Pakistan  
Prof A Paliwala  
Warwick  
PhD  
2008

AHSAN, Mirat Al Fatima  
Developing a collaborative, context-based model for teacher thinking and change: an action research case study of ELT practitioners in the higher education context of Pakistan  
Dr C Walter  
Oxford, Kellog  
DPHil  
2011
AKHTAR, Shamim
An analytical study of the quality of education administration in Punjab, Pakistan
Dr S H Tirimzi (Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan, Pakistan)
Southampton
PhD

AKHTAR, Shakil
Pakistan-U.S. relations
Dr P Constable and Chris Williams
Central Lancashire
PhD
2013

ALI, Haidor
Madrassah education in the Swat Valley, Pakistan
Dr A Rosowsky
Sheffield
PhD

ALI, Sameen
Politicians and bureaucrats in Pakistan: a special relationship: power and patronage in comparative perspective
Dr M J Nelson
London, SOAS
PhD
2013

ALI, Zulfikar
The political economy and political sociology of education in Pakistan since 1972
Dr C Vincent, Dr D Crook and Dr M Lall
London, Institute of Education
PhD
2004

AMIR, Salma
Microfinance effect on the empowerment of rural women in north western Pakistan: a case study of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Dr D Hall-Matthews, Dr J Boesten and Dr P Wilding
Leeds
PhD

ANBRINE, Shama
History, planning, social character and architecture of an indigenous co-operative garden suburb in colonial Lahore
Dr I Jackson and Prof S Pepper
Liverpool
PhD
2010

ANKIT, Rakesh
An international history of the Kashmir dispute
Prof I Talbot
Southampton
PhD
2013

ANSARI, Amma
Tackling education inequality: primary school children’s capability development under differentiated education systems in Pakistan
Dr F Comim
Cambridge
PhD
2012

ARIF, Rabia
A model green curriculum for the secondary school level in Punjab, Pakistan, as a step toward sustainable development
Dr H Ross, Prof P Higgins and Dr R Nicol
Edinburgh
PhD
2011

ASHRAF, Sadia
Parents’ views about their children’s education and future in Pakistan
Dr J Parkes and Prof C Vincent
London, Institute of Education
PhD

ASHRAF, Sarah
Of military and militancy: the rise of Pakistan’s Praetorian military structure and its relationship with militant Islam
Dr K Schulze
London, LSE
PhD

ASIF, Uzma
India/Pakistan strategic nuclear relationship
Dr J Ralph
Leeds
MPHil/PhD
2006

ATA-ULLA, Najm-uk-sahr
The case of social accountability in Pakistan
Prof A Heath
Oxford, Wolfson
DPhil
2006

AYESHA, Kiran
Nature and impact of new public management reforms in higher education sector of Pakistan: the case of universities
Prof E Ferlie, Prof A Wolf, Dr G McGivern and Dr R Dacombe
London, King's
PhD
2009

AZIZ, Said Khalil
How far is the policy of Afghanistan towards the issue of Pashtunistan 'legal' and 'legitimate'? Prof B Bowring
London, Birkbeck
PhD
2012

BANO, Safia
The career progression dynamics of women in academia in the UK and Pakistan through the lens of hegemonic masculinity
East Anglia
PhD

BEGUM, Sheheen
Using catchment characteristics to predict water chemistry [Pakistan]
Prof M S Cresser and Dr C McClean
York
PhD

BHATTI, Feyza
Contemporary fertility transition, intra-household relationships and reproductive agency of women in Punjab, Pakistan
Prof R Jeffery and Prof J MacInnes
Edinburgh
PhD
2008

BHUTTA, Aisha
The meaning of literacy for women in Pakistan
Dr M Lall
London, Institute of Education
PhD

BONI, Filippo
Civil-military relations in Pakistan and the effects on the strategic partnership with China
Prof K Adeney and Dr B Renz
Nottingham
PhD
CARVER, Frederic
Power and place: the impact of urbanisation on power dynamics in the Pakistani Punjab
Prof A Lieven
London, King's
PhD
2011

CHACKO, Johann
Redefining Pakistan: mapping deobandi institutional responses to nationalism and the nation-state from Zia to Musharraf
Dr M J Nelson
London, SOAS
PhD
2013

CHANNA, Khalil Ahmed
Social discourse of management knowledge transfer: a case study of Pakistan
Dr X Shen
Edinburgh
PhD
2012

CHOWDHRY, Sohail
Economics of the poor: a study of the dynamics of poverty-induced shame, social exclusion and public policy on the vulnerable women, children and minorities in Pakistan
Prof R Walker
Oxford, Woldson
DPhil
2009

DOGAR, Saira Fatima
Pakistani writing in English and twentieth century modernist British fiction, especially the works of women writers
Dr C Barker and Prof G Huggan
Leeds
PhD

DUFFY, Michael
Risk, power and globalization in recent English-language Pakistani literature
Southampton
PhD

EJAZ, Mehak
Women's labour force participation in Pakistan: instrumental variable analysis from household data
Dr S Brown and Dr K Taylor
Sheffield
MPhil/PhD
2011

EVANS, Alexandra
What factors contribute to the functioning or failure of wastewater treatment plants in developing countries? [India, Pakistan, Ghana]
Mr M Smith and Prof A Wheatley
Loughborough
MPhil/PhD
2006

FAIZ, Jalal
The politics of education and conflict in Pakistan's Balochistan
Dr D Anand and Dr R Blauge
Westminster
PhD

FAIDI, Mena
Women's rights in Pakistan: politics or progress?
Dr J Marshall and Dr P Shah
London, Queen Mary
PhD

GILANI, Sabrina
The nexus between citizenship theory and constitutional law in the state of Pakistan: an analysis of the human rights implications of a constitutional vacuum
Prof A McColgan and Ms M Malik
London, King's
PhD
2010

GOODWIN, Laura
The midwife-mother relationship: a focus on reciprocal interactions with migrant Pakistani women living in the UK
Prof B Hunter and Dr A Jones
Cardiff
PhD

GREEN, Timothy
Issues of identity for first-generation Christians in Pakistan
Dr J-P Hartung, Dr K P Zebiri and Dr C Zene
London, SOAS
PhD

GUL, Zarin
New media technologies and women in Pakistan
Dr J Parkes
London, Institute of Education
PhD

HAMID, Zebunnisa
New emerging film and television drama in Pakistan: imagining identity in the nation, 2001 to present
Prof R Dwyer
London, SOAS
PhD

HAMMAD, Tehmina
NGOs' construction(s) of disability and education and its impact on the lives of persons with disabilities in Pakistan
Dr N Singal
Cambridge
PhD

HASSAN, Kiran
Media in post Musharraf Pakistan: democracy, identity, agency and resistance
Prof J Manor
London, Institute of Commonwealth Studies
PhD
2009

HATHERALL, Bethan
The causes of stigma associated with tuberculosis in Asia: a multi-country study in Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan
Prof J Newell and Dr N Emmel
Leeds
PhD

HOWARD, Natasha
Epidemiological and cost-effectiveness issues of malaria control efforts for refugee camps in Pakistan and villages in Afghanistan (1995-2005)
Dr M Rowland
London, LSHTM
PhD
2005

HUSSAIN, Saldar
Pakistan-China security relations
Dr D Walton
Reading
MPhil/PhD
IBRAHIM, Maryam
Analysing development policy interventions for informal settlements through a gendered lens in Lahore, Pakistan
Prof F Cleaver and Dr D Potts
London, King's
PhD

IHSAN, Wajid
Feasibility/practicability of JJSO [Juvenile Justice System Ordinance] in Northwestern Frontier Province, Pakistan
Dr J Blain and Dr S Riley
Sheffield Hallam
MPhil/PhD

IJAZ, Sulaiman
Post-cataclysm enrolment rates: evidence from Pakistan
Dr P Krishnan
Cambridge
PhD

IMRAN HABIB, Rao
Judicial independence in Pakistan: a comparative study with judicial independence in UK
Dr M Zahraa
Glasgow Caledonian
PhD

ISHAQ, Shamaila
An investigation of impact of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) on banking sector efficiency
Prof V Podinovski
Warwick
PhD

ISLAM, Qamarullah Bin Tariq
Causal relationships between financial development and economic growth in Bangladesh, India and Pakistan
Dr A Paloni and Dr S Ding
Glasgow
PhD

JACKMAN, David Glenn
The everyday politics of the potho-bashi in Dhaka City
Dr J Devine and Dr K Woodthorpe
Bath
PhD

JAFRI, Syed Hussain
Attitudes toward prenatal diagnosis and termination of pregnancy in Pakistan
Dr S Ahmed, Prof J Hewison and Dr E Sherridan
Leeds
PhD

JAN, Muhammad Ali
Power and accumulation in food grain markets: a case study of the Pakistani Punjab
Oxford
DPhil

JAVID, Umair
Profit, protest, and patronage: the traders' fraternity of Punjab
Dr M McQuarrie
London, LSE
PhD

JONES, Penelope Jean
Climate change, water stress and agriculture in the Indus Civilisation, 3000-1500 BC
Prof M Jones
Cambridge
PhD

KABANI, Aziz
The role of the Sindh Education Foundation in Pakistani education policy making
Dr M Lall
London, Institute of Education
PhD

KAKER, Sobia Ahmad
Enclaves, circulation and security in Karachi
Prof S Graham and Dr M Coward
Newcastle
PhD
2010

KANWAL, Aroosa
Homeland through diasporic eyes: a study of fiction of Pakistani expatriate and British Asian writers
Dr L Moore
Lancaster
PhD

KAZMI, Arjumand Bano
Making or unmaking of democratic constitution in Pakistan: role and strategies of USAID funded civil society organisations
Prof S S Ali
Warwick
PhD

KHALID, Zahid
The effects of Sutlej Valley Project (1921-1955) on the state, society and environment of the ex-State of Bahawalpur
Dr V Damodaran
Sussex
DPhil

KHAN, Adnan
Pukhtun sorrows and joys, North West Pakistan
Dr E Hirsch and Dr A Beatty
Brunel
PhD

KHAN, Athar Afzal
Sociological exploration of female entrepreneurship in Pakistan
Dr N Tang
Sheffield Hallam
MPhil/PhD

KHAN, Faheem J
Inside foreign aid: donor-recipient interaction and aid policy networks in Pakistan
Prof J Temple and Dr S Ayres
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PhD

KHAN, Gulawar
Politics of nationalism, federalism, and separatism [focus on Pakistan with special reference to Balochistan]
Westminster
PhD

KHAN, Ijaz
Settlement history of Lower Dir, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan
Dr R Young and Dr D Edwards
Leicester
PhD

KHAN, Imtiyaz Ahmed
Adaptation and convergence in corporate governance to international norms in Pakistan
Prof I MacNeil and Dr R Anderson
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PhD

KHAN, Mubashir
The philosophy of the 'Other': a case study of Pakistani immigration in Cardiff
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KHAN, Manawar Jan
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Prof Y Samad
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MPhil/PhD

KHAN, Shah I Room
Employee retention as a source of competitive advantage in higher education in Pakistan
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MPhil/PhD

KHAN Shaista Irshad
An evaluation of the extent to which the development of critical thinking in the Functional English course can be achieved for undergraduates (4 year programme) in three HEIs in Pakistan
Dr D Elliot
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KHATWANI, Mukesh Kumar
The social status of women teachers in higher education in Pakistan
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KHOWAJA, Shaneela
Maternal mental health: an ethnographic study exploring the experiences and perspectives of pregnant women, families and health providers in rural Pakistan
Dr C Evans
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PhD

KHURRAM, Sobia
Challenges/issues in implementation of NPM institutional reforms in developing countries: a study of civil services reforms in Pakistan.
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KILPADI, Pamela
Defending civil liberties in Pakistan and beyond in a time of symbolic violence
Prof G Bridge
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PhD

LAGHARI, Shahnaz
Honour killing in Pakistan
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LATIF, Humaira
Positive organizational behaviors in relation to job performance among Pakistani teachers
Dr J Houdmont
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PhD

LATIF, Zahira
Housing needs of Pakistani Muslim women experiencing domestic violence
Dr J Phillimore
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PhD

LUND BALOCH, Badr-un-Nisa
Role and scope of management consultancy in Pakistan
Dr J O'Mahoney, Dr J Murphy and Prof G Morgan
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PhD

MAHMOOD, Sajid
Prevalence of underestimation of body weight and its risk factors among students of higher secondary school in Karachi, Pakistan
Dr J Freeman
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MPhil/PhD
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MALIK, Aisha
Research ethics in the context of a developing country: perspectives from Pakistan
Dr A Shaw
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MAQSOOD, Manzil
E-assessment in Pakistan
Dr G Stylianides
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MATHUR, Roy
Predictive modelling of Harappan port sites in the Gujarat
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PhD

MIRZA, Noreen
The middle class Pakistani diaspora
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PhD

MUHAMMAD, Dildar
Understanding the experiences of Pakistani educated nurses working in United Kingdom: a phenomenological approach
Liverpool
PhD

MUKHTAR, Najia
Discourses of resistance? Examining spaces of religious tolerance in contemporary Pakistani society
Dr J-P Hartung, Dr M J Nelson and Prof C R H Tripp
London, SOAS
PhD
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MUNIR, Ahsan
Development of manufacturing competence in export-oriented SMEs in Pakistan
Dr L Knight
Aston
PhD

NAZIR, Sohail
Foreign, defense and security policy of South Asia since 1971: security dilemma in Pakistan
Dr J Wilson and Prof R Drayton
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PhD
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NEUDORF, Lorne
Judicial Independence in Malaysia and Pakistan
Prof J Bell
Cambridge, Clare Hall
PhD
2010

OPPENHEIM, Willy
Quality of demand for girls' education in rural Pakistan
Dr D Johnson
Oxford
DPhil
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OWAIS, Syed
Dynamic and adaptive? Exploring organisational learning in NGOs in Pakistan
Prof P Mizen and Prof M Carpenter
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PhD

PANHWAR, Farida
The sociolinguistic functions of code switching in the discourse of the multilingual Sindhi women in Pakistan
Sussex
MPhil/DPhil

PECHAYRE, Marion
International non-governmental organisations and the politics of "triage" in conflict and natural disasters settings: Pakistan 2004-2012
Dr L Hammond
London, SOAS
PhD
2010

QAIDIR, Usman
The political economy of technology acquisition in Pakistan: policy and constraints in the automobile industry
Prof M Khan
London, SOAS
PhD
2010

RAHEEM, Muhammad Arslan
Madrassa education in Pakistan: an investigation of the relationship between madrassa education and Islamic militancy in Pakistan
Prof A Furlong
Glasgow
MPhil/PhD

RAHMAN, Shafiq
Integrating bus rapid transit (BRT) systems with rickshaws in developing cities: a case study on Dhaka City, Bangladesh
Leeds
PhD

RAHOOJO, Saadhullah
Impacts of a changing climate on food production in the Sindh province, Pakistan
Prof P Atkinson and Dr J Dash
Southampton
MPhil/PhD

RASOOL, Aisha
Derivative actions in Pakistan and transplantation of English law
Prof R Nolan
York
DPhil

REHMAN, Ata ur-
The role of the madrasa: the Jamia Salfia of Faisalabad, Pakistan
Dr J Zavos
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PhD

RID, Saeed
Interactive people to people contacts (IPPC) between India and Pakistan: a case study of PIPFPD and Aman ki Asha peacebuilding efforts in Pakistan: achievements, limitations and prospects
Prof Y Samad and Dr K Abi-Ezzi
Bradford
PhD

RIPPA, Alessandro
Notions of border, materiality and state-power along the Karakoram Highway between China and Pakistan
Aberdeen
PhD

SAFdar, Muhammad Tayyab
What is the impact of state policies on agro-industrial value chains in post-colonial developing countries? Case studies of the sugar and rice industries in Punjab, Pakistan 1947-2010
Cambridge
PhD
2010

SALMAN, Yaamina
Health services reform in Pakistan
Prof S Osborne
Edinburgh
PhD

SAQIB, Zunaira
Understanding Pakistan's non-profit sector: funding and income generation
Dr G Lightfoot and Dr V Fournier
Leicester
PhD

SARWAR, Moizza B
Political parties and urban informal settlements: urban politics in Karachi
Oxford, St Hilda's
DPhil
2008

SARWAR, Shamaila
The life and works of the twentieth century Pakistani Islamic mystic, Sufi Abu Anees Barkat Ali (d. 1997), and the origins and development of the khānaqaq of Dār Ul Ehsān
Dr J-P Hartung
London, SOAS
PhD
2008

SAUTHOFF, Patricia
Open secrets and the retention of power in Kashmir Saivism
Dr J Mallinson, Dr U Pagel and Dr R Söhnen-Thieme
London, SOAS
PhD

SHAIq, Farah
The relationship between emotional intelligence, epistemic beliefs and academic motivation of prospective teachers in Pakistan
Dr M Sutherland
Glasgow
PhD

SHAH, Mian Abid
Economic development and informal sector: can informal institutions help in economic development of KPK and FATA in Pakistan
Dr J Devine and Dr G Brown
Bath
MPhil/PhD

SHAH, Sana
The Pakistani diaspora in London and New York City: political participation and economic and social engagement within the hosting societies
Dr J Seglow
London, Royal Holloway
PhD

SHAH, Syed Sajid
Analysing security dilemmas' negative impact on the domestic situation and security in Pakistan
Prof D Galbreath and Dr G Brown
Bath
PhD

SHAHEEN, Rosina
Models of monetary policy for Pakistan
Dr P Turner and Dr T Chevapatrakul
Loughborough
MPhil/PhD
SHAHEEN, Salma
Strategic culture and nuclear command and control system: a comparative study of India and Pakistan
Dr C Hobbs and Dr R Leenders
London, King’s
PhD
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SHAMS, Fawad
Education and international aid development agencies in Pakistan
Dr M Lall
London, Institute of Education
PhD
2006

SIDDIQUI, Ahmad
Pakistan-Afghanistan relations and anti-Soviet jihad
Dr R Johnson
Oxford
DPhil
2012

SIDDIQUI, Soufia
School as a site for identity and citizenship exploration among higher secondary students in Pakistan
Prof A Stambach and Dr D Johnson
Oxford, St Anne’s
DPhil
2012

SULEHRIA, Farooq
Media imperialism in the age of globalization: the case of India and Pakistan
Prof G Achcar
London, SOAS
PhD
2011

SYED, Ghazal Kazim
The bridge between government and private sector education systems in Sindh, Pakistan
Prof I Davies
York
MPHil/PhD

TAJAMMAL, Fariha
The impact of gender responsive budgeting on gender inequality in Pakistan
Dr M Kilkey
Sheffield
MPHil/PhD

UMRANI, Tariq
Current practices of English language teaching and implementation of (CLIL) at University of Sindh, Pakistan
Dr M Daller and Dr V Rogers
Swansea
PhD

WAHGA, Aqeel
The impact of entrepreneurial capital on environmental improvement in SMEs: contemporary practices and interventions in the leather sector of Pakistan
Dr R Blundel and Dr A Schaefer
Open
MPhil/PhD

WASTI, Syed Ashraf
Intergovernmental fiscal relations: a case study of Pakistan
Prof S Jaffry
Portsmouth
PhD
2010

YAVUZ, Miyase
The role of jihad in legal reforms of modern Muslim states: a case study of Morocco, Pakistan and Iran
London, SOAS
PhD
2013

YOUNUS, Muhammad
Digital reference services in the university libraries of Pakistan
Prof G Matthews and Dr A Goulding
Loughborough
PhD
2010

ZAFAR, Muhammad Hasan
Pakistani documentary and the question of identity
Glasgow
PhD

ZAMAN, Adil
Aftermath of 9/11 incident and its impacts on Pakistan-US relationship
East Anglia
MPhil/PhD

SRI LANKA

ABAYASEKERA, Rohitha
Emergence of bio fuels and the changing world market behaviour; its impact on price volatility and price transmission in the coconut industry of Sri Lanka
Prof E Phimister
Aberdeen
PhD
2011

ALGAR-FARIA, Gilberto
The interplay between civil society, resistance and liberal peacebuilding in Sri Lanka post-2009
Dr R Christie and Dr V Hewitt
Bristol
PhD
2013

ALLY, Sajida Zareen
Transnational Muslim women and their cultures of health; migration, healing and social transformation in post-war Sri Lanka
Dr M Unnithan
Sussex
DPhil
2007

ARACHCHIGE, Kethakie Ranasingh
Sri Lankan heritage youth, migration and television
Prof P Schlesinger
Glasgow
PhD
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ATAPATTU-BAKMEEWEWA, Dinushee
The expressive language skills of single unit recall (naming) and cohesive speech in monolingual Sinhala and bilingual Sinhala-English, normal and aphasic populations
Dr R Herbert and Prof P Cowell
Sheffield
PhD
2012

BOHINGAMUWA, Wijerathne B H M
Sri Lankan and the early Indian Ocean contacts: historical narratives vs. material realities
Oxford, St Cross
DPhil

ESLER, Dominic
Catholicism among Sri Lankan Tamils
Dr A Pillen and Dr R Empson
London, UC
MPhil/PhD
2011

GUNDASEKERA, Arosha
Developing a systematic model for economic development in Sri Lanka
Dr S Fennell
Cambridge
PhD

HESLOP, Luke
The making of the merchant middle class in Sri Lanka: a small town ethnography
Prof J Spencer and Dr L Hoek
Edinburgh
PhD

HETTIARACHCHI, Shanthi Hemalatha
The challenge of gender-mainstreaming in post-conflict Sri Lanka: with special reference to northern and eastern provinces of Sri Lanka
Dr D MacKay
Keele
PhD
2012

HITIBANDARA, Rakshitha Mahoga
Sustainability reporting practices in Sri Lanka: current practices, nature and causes
Dr Mckernan and Mr G Stoner
Glasgow
PhD

HORNABROOK, Jasmine
Transnational networks, musical learning and performance in London's Tamil diaspora
Dr B Norton
London, Goldsmiths
PhD

JONES, Lois
Locational imaginaries: geographical area, the British imperial project [in Sri Lanka] c.1796-1900: control, authority, surveillance
Dr D Clayton
St Andrews
PhD
2007

JOYCE, Rachel
State discourse in Sri Lanka at the end of the civil war: methods of state communication and analysis of popular understandings of the conflict
Prof P Green and Dr C C Murphy
London, King's
MPhil/PhD
2010

KARAUNANAYAKE, Dinithi
Theatre translation, communities of practice and the Sri Lankan conflicts: (re)navigation as political critique
Prof M Baker
Manchester
PhD

KARUNARATHNA, Dulma Nirosini
Imaging the female in changing socio-cultural contexts: a study of female representations in the visual arts of late mediaeval and colonial Sri Lanka
Dr S Turner and Dr S Sehrawat
Newcastle
PhD

KNIPE, Dee
Risk factors for self-harm and suicide in developing countries, with a particular focus on how socio-economic positioning relates to risk [in Sri Lanka]
Prof H K Bradley
Bristol
PhD

LANHAM, Andrew
Rebuilding fiction: violence and the aesthetic in Cormac McCarthy, Michael Ondaatje, and Toni Morrison
Dr L Pratt
Oxford, Corpus Christi
DPhil

MIHLAR, Farah
Fundamentalisms amongst the Muslims of Sri Lanka
Dr J-P Hartung
London, SOAS
PhD

NAVANEETHAKRISHNAN, Kengatharan
Working to live, not living to work: a study of work family conflict in Sri Lanka
Prof C Edwards and Dr M Zhang
Kingston
PhD
2010

PERRY, Patsy
Garments without guilt? An exploration of corporate social responsibility within the context of the fashion garment supply chain: case study of Sri Lanka
Heriot-Watt
PhD

RANGER, Susan
Stakeholder perceptions of marine turtle conservation
Dr B Godley
Exeter
MPhil

RAJAPAKSHE, Sisira
Social benefits of water quality: service improvements and the policy options for domestic water management in Sri Lanka
Dr M Termansen and Prof J Paavola
Leeds
MPhil/PhD
2008

RANASINGHE, Piyumi
The effects of migration and resulting cultural exposure on expatriates in the Middle East: the development of a hybrid identity in children of Sri Lankan professional expatriates in Oman
Glasgow
PhD

RANGER, Susan
Stakeholder perceptions of marine turtle conservation
Dr B Godley
Exeter
MPhil
ROBINSON, Nicola
How nationalism and development of particular historical moments in Israel/Palestine and Sri Lanka are depicted through literary and filmic representations of land and labour
York
MPhil/PhD

SAID, Murice
The strategies [developed by] coastal communities in southern Sri Lanka to deal with the transformations brought about by post-tsunami development
Prof B Simpson and Dr B Campbell
Durham
PhD

SIEFERT, Justin
Chatting Sri Lanka: powerful communications in colonial times
Dr T Frasch and Dr T Adams
Manchester Metropolitan
PhD

SMITH, Janel
London, LSE
MPhil/PhD

TILAKARATNA, Ganga
Prof D Hulme and Prof T Addison
Manchester
PhD

VALLIPURANATHAN, Murali
Mental disorders among displaced ethnic Tamils: an epidemiological study in Colombo District
Prof M Prince and Prof G Thornicroft
London, King’s
PhD

WATSON, Elliott
America and Sri Lanka: terrorism ignored?
Prof D Bewley-Taylor and Prof J Roper
Swansea
PhD

WELIKALA, Asanga
Beyond the liberal paradigm: the constitutional accommodation of national pluralism in Sri Lanka
Prof S Tierney and Mr N S Ghaleigh
Edinburgh
PhD
2011

WELIVITA, Indunee Damayanthi
Towards designing a sustainable city: role of economic instruments in managing urban solid waste sector [Sri Lanka]
Dr P Wattage
Portsmouth
PhD
2010

WILLIAMS, Clare
Law as a determinant of external finance: foreign direct investment in Sri Lanka
Prof D Ashiagbor
London, SOAS
PhD
2013

WRATHMELL, Sarah
Exploring connective commodity geographies between the UK and Sri Lanka
Prof P Jackson, Dr T Jazeel and Prof N Gregson
Sheffield
PhD

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Brunei ● Hong Kong ● Malaysia ● Singapore

ALAGIRISAMY, Darinee
The making and meanings of urbanism in the context of colonialism in South and Southeast Asia
Cambridge, Lucy Cavendish
MPhil/PhD

CAI, Yunci
Indigenous agency, native curatorship and cross-cultural museum practices in Southeast Asia
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Prof P Kerswill
York
MPHIL/DPhil

AMARAL, Joana
Mediation as a preventive diplomacy instrument: a comparative study of international mediation in Cyprus and Northern Ireland
Dr N Loizides and Prof F Cochrane
Kent
PhD

AMADIO, Marialucia
Architecture and urbanisation in Cyprus: local and regional innovation in materials, technology and social representation
Dr W Matthews and Prof R Matthews
Reading
PhD

ANASTASIOU, Evilena
The palaeoparasitology of the eastern Mediterranean and adjacent regions: understanding intestinal diseases through time
Dr P D Mitchell
Cambridge
PhD
2009

ANDREOU, Georgia-Marina
From space to place: landscape and identity in Bronze Age Cyprus
Dr G Thomas and Prof E Peltenburg
Edinburgh
PhD

ANDRONIKOU, Anthi
Italy and Cyprus: reciprocal artistic relations (thirteenth and fourteenth centuries)
Prof B Cassidy
St Andrews
PhD

BEYSUYLU, Cemalye
EU integration and conflict resolution: the cases of Cyprus and Kosovo
Dr N Winn and Dr N Robinson
Leeds
PhD

BOONE, Katie
Migrant heritage in Cyprus
Dr F De Jong
East Anglia
MPHIL/PhD
BRADSHAW, Phil
The variation in life-history strategies of marine turtles [in Cyprus]
Prof B Godley, Dr A Broderick and Dr C Carreras-Huergo
Exeter
PhD

CHARALAMBIDOU, Christiana
The economics of education and the labour market: an analysis of the labour market outcomes of educated youth in Cyprus
Dr S McIntosh and Dr P Lenton
Sheffield
PhD
2013

CHATZIANASI, Maria
Silenced voices and voiced silences: female experiences and the language of war trauma in Cypriot children's literature since 1974
Prof K Reynolds and Dr A Whitehead
Newcastle
PhD

CHELAZZI, Francesca
Bronze Age settlement pattern of south-western Cyprus (2500-1050 BC)
Dr M Given and Dr C Glatz
Glasgow
PhD
2010

CHINAS, Christina
Mediation of teachers' learning through talk within a professional learning community: a case study in Cyprus
Ms C Counsell
Cambridge
PhD

CHRISTODOULIDOU, Panayiota
Inclusion in mainstream classrooms in the context of Cyprus
Dr B Cole
London, Institute of Education
PhD
2009

CHRISTODOULOU, Charalambos
Adequacy and effectiveness of the Natura 2000 network in Cyprus
Dr S G Potts
Reading
PhD
2008

CHRISTODOULOU, Eleni
Pedagogical peacebuilding: the role of peace education in the Cyprus conflict
Birmingham
PhD

CHRISTODOULOU, George J
Groundwater investigation in the Paphos region
Prof A Wheatley and Prof G Sander
Loughborough
PhD
2005

CHRISTODOULOU, Panayiota
Exploring trafficking in women for sexual exploitation in Cyprus through a social work and social policy perspective
Bristol
PhD

CHRISTOFOROU, Androulla
Meanings of menstruation in the Mediterranean context: menstrual attitudes, perceptions and practices among Cypriot women
York
PhD

CHRISTOU, Eleni
Readings of colonial insurgency: the British media and EOKA terrorism, 1955-1959
Prof R F Holland
London, Institute of Commonwealth Studies
MPhil
2010

CLERIDOU, Christiana
European Union sex-discrimination law at work in post-accession Cyprus
Prof T Novitz and Dr P Syrpis
Bristol
PhD
2009

CONSTANTINOU, Filio
School-based writing in bidialectal settings and the challenges posed to immigrant pupils: the case of Cyprus
Ms E Esch, Dr M I Evans and Dr A Yiakoumetti
Cambridge
PhD

CONSTANTINOU-MILIAOU, Maria
New public management in Cyprus: a research for introduction and development of NPM, the relationship between the public and private sector
Dr G Williams
Leicester
PhD

CORY-LOPEZ, Elizabeth
Technology and the chaîne opératoire for picrolite carving during the Cypriot middle Chalcolithic period
Dr G Thomas and Prof E Peltenburg
Edinburgh
PhD

COSCUN, Yasin
Anglo-Turkish relations and the Cyprus problem, 1967-80
East Anglia
PhD
2012

CROSSMAN, Helen
Contextual analysis of economic and social networks: the circulation of Bronze Age soft-stone artefacts in Bahrain and Cyprus
Dr W Matthews, Dr S Black and Prof B Chapman
Reading
PhD

DIAMANTIDES, Costas Kyprou
Measuring the information society: impact of ICT on Cyprus
Dr A Simon and Dr D Ellis
Aberystwyth
MPhil/PhD

DIMARI, Georgia
The Greek-Turkish dispute over Cyprus, 1970-74: regional conflict, diplomacy or interlocking domestic policy debacle?
Prof R F Holland
London, Institute of Commonwealth Studies
MPhil
2010

DUNCAN, Josette
Health, dominion and the Mediterranean: colonial medicine in nineteenth-century Malta, Cyprus and the Ionian Islands
Prof H Marland
Warwick
PhD
2010

EFTHYMIOU, Andreas-Stratis
Nationalism and masculinity in post-2003 Cyprus
Dr L Odysseus
Sussex
DPhil
ERSOY, Ferdiye
Identity issues in Northern Cyprus
Aston
PhD

FOKAIDES, Christoforos
Glafkos Clerides: transformative leadership and the revision of Greek nationalism in Cyprus
Dr N Loizides
Kent
MPhil/PhD
2013

GEORGIOU, Maria
Identity and history education in Cyprus
Dr A Chapman and Dr S Foster
London, Institute of Education
MPhil/PhD
2013

GOCKUN, Cicek
In search of an optimum transitional justice model for Cyprus
Dr C Sandoval
Essex
PhD

GOKEL, Senem
Leprosy in Cyprus during the late Ottoman and British periods
Prof B Fortna
London, SOAS
PhD
2013

GREGOTIOU, Chrysanthi
Immigrant pupils' musical identities and access to musical opportunity in Greek Cypriot primary education
Prof L Green
London, Institute of Education
PhD
2010

HADJIPAVLIS, Panayiotis
Analysis of Cypriot airspace claims
Dr A Williams
Newcastle
PhD
2012

HADJISOLOUMOU, Anastasios
Line managers’ role in the retention of front line employees in the context of a retail war: a comparison between Cyprus and UK supermarkets
Dr K Newsome and Prof I Cunningham
Strathclyde
PhD

HAMIT, Mertkan
Critical reflections on universal human rights discourses in the context of national conflicts over Cyprus
Mr J Strawson
East London
MPhil/PhD

HASIKOU, Anastasia
The social history of musical development of the Greek Cypriot community in Cyprus during the British colonial period (1878-1960)
Dr A Lingas
City
PhD

HOWITT-MARSHALL, Duncan S
Marine landscapes in the “neolithic revolution”: subsistence, settlement dispersal, marine inundation and the archaeological record: the view from Cyprus and the Near East
Dr S K F Stoddart
Cambridge, Magdalene
PhD

HUSSEIN, Ersin
Roman Cyprus
Dr A Cooley
Warwick
MPhil/PhD
2010

KADIOGLU, Pinar
The impacts of transgenerational transmission of trauma in Cyprus as a vital aspect of regeneration of affective and behavioural components of group antagonisms
Dr J Murer
St Andrews
PhD
2011

KAKOULIS, Emily Julia
A case study on the ratification process of the United Nations Convention of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) in Cyprus
Ms C Willmore and Ms K Johnson
Bristol
PhD
2009

KALOGEROU, Victoria
European language policies: their influence on higher education in Cyprus
Prof D Block
London, Institute of Education
MPhil/PhD
2009

KASINOUI, Maria
The uses and perceptions of Cypriot traditional music in Cypriot primary education in relation to globalisation and localisation
Prof L Green
London, Institute of Education
PhD
2009

KEMAL, Bahriye
Writing Cyprus: postcolonial and partitioned literatures of place
Dr A Padamsee and Prof D Landry
Kent
PhD

KLEANTHOUS, Akis
An investigation into co-operative principles and values in co-operative banking in Cyprus
Prof R Paton and Prof F Wilson
Glasgow
PhD

KNOX, Daisy
Making sense of figurines in Bronze Age Cyprus
Dr L Crewe and Dr S Campbell
Manchester
PhD

KOUMA, Vasiliki
Ways in which national identifications are discursively constructed in the Greek Cypriot educational system
Prof C Winch and Prof B Rampton
London, King's
EdD
2006

KYPRIANOU, Maria
Road to prostitution: human trafficking for the purposes of sexual exploitation in Cyprus
Dr V Mantouvalou and Dr M Bell
Leicester
PhD
2011
KYRIAKIDES, Theodorus
Mapping the Cypriot biopolitical sphere
Manchester
PhD

KYRIAKOU, Marianna
Language attitudes and ethnic identity in a diglossic setting: the case of Greek-Cypriot school students
Dr R Piazza and Dr J Winchester
Sussex
DPhil

MARKOU, Georgios
Art and culture on Cyprus under Venetian rule, 1489-1571
Warwick
MPhil/PhD

MITSIGKAS, Neophytos
Using novels as a key component for English language teaching in Cyprus
Dr J Good
Essex
PhD

MYTIDES, Elli
Music technology in schools in Cyprus
Dr T Cain and Dr M Dyke
Southampton
MPhil/PhD

NEOCLEOUS, Gregory
Evolution of the social welfare system for senior citizens in Cyprus
Prof M Maynard
York
MPhil/PhD

NEOCLEOUS, Neoclis
The Cyprus Memorandum and its implications on the regulation of statehood
Dr P Vargiu and Prof K Ziegler
Leicester
MPhil/PhD

NEOKLIOUS, Theoni
The L1 acquisition of Cypriot Greek pronom
Dr T Parodi
Cambridge
PhD

PANAYIDES, Panayiotis
The fate of statues in Greece and Cyprus, from the late third to the seventh centuries AD
Dr A Leone and Dr S Semple
Durham
MPhil/PhD

PANAYIDOU, Fryni
Nominal structure in Cypriot Maronite Arabic
Prof D Adger and Dr D Harbour
London, Queen Mary
PhD

PAPADOPOULOU, Melina
Critical investigation into the unique conditions and benefits resulting from the accession of Cyprus to the European Union
Dr M Zahraa
Glasgow Caledonian
PhD

PAPAESTHATHIOU, Maria
An ethnographic case study of elite child athletes’ welfare issues in Cyprus track and field sport
East Anglia
MPhil/PhD

PAPHITOU, Nicoletta
Cultural tourism and the image of Aphrodite in Cyprus
Dr D Theodossopoulos
Kent
PhD

PARASKEVAIDOU, Pavlina
Representations of Greek Cypriot refugees and their political currency
London, Goldsmiths
MPhil/PhD

PARPA, Elena
The possibility of an island: imagining space and identity in contemporary Cypriot art
Dr G Koureas
London, Birkbeck
MPhil/PhD

PELIDES, Katia
English curriculum for medical students in Cyprus: language course design and materials
Nottingham
PhD

PETRIDOU, NikI
An analytical and comparative study of the mens rea of money laundering offences in British, Greek and Cypriot legal systems
Prof J Ulph and Dr S Thomas
Leicester
MPhil/PhD

PHILIPPOU, Nicos
Photographic representation of Cyprus under British colonial rule
Dr D Shankland
Bristol
PhD

POURGOURES, Stylianos
How did different segments respond to the crisis in terms of attendance and spending in entertainment venues in the second largest city in Cyprus and the island’s largest seaside resort, Limassol? Dr D O’Reilly and Dr E Carnegie
Sheffield
PhD

RHODES, Kirsty
Senescence and reproductive success in marine turtle populations [Cyprus]
Dr A Broderick and Prof B Godley
Exeter
PhD

SABATINI, Benjamin
Abandoned chemistry: a new interpretation of copper alloy artifacts from the Cypriot Bronze Age based on recently acquired and existing chemical data
Oxford
DPhil

SABRI, Reyhan
Rethinking the past: Waqf conservation strategies and their impact on the built heritage in Cyprus during the British colonial period (1878-1960)
Dr M Sibley and Dr L Minuchin
Manchester
PhD

SAUNDERS, Philip
The factors responsible for the decline of the European roller in the Mediterranean; a comparison of eastern and western populations (in Portugal and Cyprus)
Dr A Franco, Dr I Catry (Centro de Ecologia Aplicada), Prof. Baeta Neves and Dr P Atkinson (British Trust for Ornithology)
East Anglia
PhD
SAVVA, Stefanie  
"Enosis and only Enosis": a writer's reflections on the cultures of nationalism in Cyprus 1955-1959  
Dr P Terry and Prof M Warner  
Essex  
MPhil/PhD

SAVVA, Stefania  
Museum education, multiliteracies and new technologies for learning in the 21st century: the Cypriot museum educational programmes  
Dr V Golding  
Leicester  
PhD

SELCEUK, Jan  
Turkey's military intervention in Cyprus in July 1974 from a neoclassical perspective  
Prof C Flood and Dr R Guerrina  
Surrey  
PhD

SNAPE, Robin  
Biodiversity conflicts in Mediterranean artisanal fisheries  
Dr B Godley  
Exeter  
PhD

SOCRATOUS, Maria  
Exploring the impact of Cypriot culture on gender discrimination faced by women  
Heriot-Watt  
PhD

SPYROU, Katerina  
Cypriot exceptionalism: the future of the penal system in modern Cyprus  
Northumbria  
PhD

STAVROU, Soliroula  
Literacy learning in an educational context in Cyprus  
Dr D Martin  
Birmingham  
PhD

IONIAN ISLANDS

DUNCAN, Josette  
Health, dominion and the Mediterranean: colonial medicine in nineteenth-century Malta, Cyprus and the Ionian Islands  
Prof H Marland  
Warwick  
PhD  
2010

IRELAND

BIAGGI, Cecilia  
The relationship between northern and southern nationalists in Ireland, 1920-1932  
Dr M Mulholland  
Oxford  
DPhil

GOOCH, Cara  
Marital violence in Ireland, 1922-1980  
Dr I McBride and Prof P Thane  
London, King's  
PhD

OLAYODE, Adeniyi  
The restorative justice concept in modern day practice, particularly in New Zealand, Australia, Northern Ireland and South Africa: consideration of changes to be made to Nigerian statutes  
Prof J Doak and Dr T Brooks  
Durham  
PhD  
2013
O’LEARY, Fergal
Soldiers, politics and empire: Ireland, Egypt and the Sudan, 1882-1900
Prof K Jeffery and Prof P Gray
Queen’s, Belfast
PhD

PRICE, Jean
Supporting endangered language communities through museums in the island of Ireland and Canada: a domain for maintenance and revitalization
Mr G Corsane
Newcastle
PhD

ROBINSON, Lesley
English identity in the “near diaspora”: associational culture and national celebrations in Britain and Ireland, 1890s-1950s
Dr T Buelmann and Prof D MacRaild
Northumbria
PhD

SHANNON, Steve
Irish political organisations in the north east of England 1890 - 1925
Prof D MacRaild and Dr J McConnel
Northumbria
PhD

VASSALLO, Mario Thomas
Europeanisation from a new institutionalist outlook: decoding changes in Maltese and Irish interest groups
Prof S Bulmer and Prof I Bache
Sheffield
PhD

MALTA

DIBBEN, Andreana
Teenage mothers and welfare provision: implications for social policy in Malta
Dr D Turney and Dr D Watson
Bristol
PhD

ACHTNICH, Marthe
Temporality, subjectivity, legality: the strandedness of sub-Saharan African migrants in Libya, Malta and beyond
Oxford
DPhil

AXISA, Glorianne Borg
Inter-culturalism and geography education in the context of Malta
Prof D Lambert
London, Institute of Education
MPhil/PhD

BAGLEY, Melissa
Codeswitching in Maltese and English in spoken and written discourse
Dr M Sebba
Lancaster
PhD
2009

BEZZINA, Agnes
Fostering a service user participation ethic in social work education policy and practice in Malta
Nottingham
MPhil/PhD

BONELLO, Marjorie
Inter-professional education as a vehicle to improve person-centred dementia care in Malta: could it work?
Prof G Sadio and Dr J Wright
Brighton
PhD

BOYLE, Sara
The social and physical environment of early Gozo: a study of settlement and change.
Dr C Malone and Dr C Hunt
Queen’s, Belfast
MPhil/PhD

CAMILLERI, Carl
Measurement of efficiency in Malta’s health care sector
City
PhD

CARDONA, Mario
Drafting a way forward for community-based agriculture in Malta through an investment in education and training
Dr J Crowther and Ms M Shaw
Edinburgh
PhD

CATANIA, Moira
The implementation of the SGP [Stability and Growth Pact] and the potential contribution of national budgetary framework: case study of Malta
Dr M Baimbridge
Bradford
PhD

CREMONA, George
Representations of Germany and its people in Maltese GFL learning contexts: a critical comparative interpretation
Dr J O’Regan
London, Institute of Education
PhD

CUTAJAR, Mario
An analysis of inter-school working in state-maintained colleges in the Maltese islands
Prof C James
Bath
MPhil/PhD

DECELS, Andrew
A study of obesity, physical activity levels and associated factors in a representative sample of Maltese children
Prof R Jago and Prof K Fox
Bristol
PhD

DUNCAN, Josette
Health, dominion and the Mediterranean: colonial medicine in nineteenth-century Malta, Cyprus and the Ionian Islands
Prof H Marland
Warwick
PhD
2010

EBEJUR, John
The tourist experience of urban historic cores: Malta as a case study
Dr A Smith, Prof R Maitland and Dr N Stevenson
Westminster
MPhil/PhD
2009
**FARRUGIA, Anthony**
Teachers as learners: the continuous professional development of teachers in Maltese primary schools
Prof T Lamb
Sheffield
PhD

**FARRUGIA, Glen**
The presentation of early-Christian heritage in Malta: past, present and future
Dr N Christie and Dr J Appleby
Leicester
MPhil/PhD

**GAUCI, Ritienne**
Micro to macro scale processes of erosion on a hard-rock coastline, Malta
Dr R Inkpen
Portsmouth
PhD

**GRIXTI, Ivan**
Analysing the impact of the transition from an historical cost to a fair value model of accounting for preparers and auditors of listed companies in Malta: an island state economy
Dr P Casson
Southampton
PhD

**HOPKINSON, Thomas**
Exploration, scientific observation and encounters with the Other: Patrick Brydone's account of Sicily and Malta
Dr A Metcalfe
Lancaster
MPhil/PhD

**MANGION, Ann Marie**
The new Maltese divorce legislation: is it fair and just vis-a-vis comparative divorce legislations?
Dr M Burton and Dr D Watkins
Leicester
MPhil/PhD

**MICALLEF, Alice**
Pedagogy for autonomy for teacher development in Malta: knowledge, skills and awareness for teaching in the field of foreign language learning
Prof T Lamb
Sheffield
PhD

**MICALLEF, Katya**
Understanding the ‘context’ of contemporary visual art in Malta through dialogic principles
Kingston
PhD

**MUSCAT, Mary**
The emergence of police in Malta, 1790-1870
Dr P Knepper and Prof R Shoemaker
Sheffield
PhD

**THEUMA, Alessandra**
The sustainability of knowledge management strategies in SMEs: a Maltese perspective
Prof S James
Essex
PhD

**VASSALLO, Mario Thomas**
Europeanisation from a new institutionalist outlook: decoding changes in Maltese and Irish interest groups
Prof S Bulmer and Prof I Bache
Sheffield
PhD

**VELLA, Charlene**
The Mediterranean context of the art and architecture of medieval Malta, 1091-1530
Dr D Cooper
Warwick
PhD
2011

**VELLA, Steven**
Knowledge formation, contextualisation and transfer, and the affects on stakeholder and public participation and involvement within environmental planning decision-making processes: renewable energy and energy efficiency policies in the EU nation state of Malta
Dr J Vergunst, Dr S Shubin and Prof D Miller (Macaulay Institute)
Aberdeen
PhD

---

**MIDDLE EAST**
Palestine ● Transjordan

**FAREH, Mona**
Nursing educational services and institutions established in Aden in the period 1950-1967: a history of nursing of a colonial perspective
Prof D Mitchell
Manchester Metropolitan
PhD

**FISHER, Nathan William David**
Power, prestige and the past: archaeology, antiquities legislation and British Imperialism in the Near East, 1815-1939
Dr E L Rogan
Oxford
DPhil

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEULERTZ, Martin</td>
<td>A thirst for African land: the role of water in Middle Eastern land acquisitions in Africa</td>
<td>Dr D Mustafa, London, King's</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUTHUKUMARAN, Sureshkumar</td>
<td>An ecology of trade: tropical cultivars, commensals and fauna between the Near East and South Asia in the 1st Millennium BC</td>
<td>Prof K Radner, London, UC</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIDA, Esther Jane</td>
<td>Race, gender and science; history of science in the Middle East and Africa</td>
<td>Dr B H Reid, London, King's</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANNAN, Elliott John</td>
<td>The operational performance of the Australians in Palestine within their place in the Egyptian Expeditionary Force, 1916-18</td>
<td>Dr R Johnson, Oxford</td>
<td>MPhil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOYS, Carly Beckerman</td>
<td>Carnage and commissions: a British failure in Palestine</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FURAS, Jonathan</td>
<td>In need for a new story writing, teaching and learning history in mandatory Palestine</td>
<td>Dr J McDougall, Oxford, St Antony's</td>
<td>DPhil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUILLET, Jacques Touyer</td>
<td>The evolution of consumer culture in the families of Jaffa between 1920 and 1967</td>
<td>Dr N Fuccaro, London SOAS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIFAI, Ghada</td>
<td>British economic policy in Palestine</td>
<td>Dr J Ellison, London, Queen Mary</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAGNER, Steven</td>
<td>British intelligence and policy in the Palestine Mandate, 1920-39</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>DPhil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OCEANIA

Australia (and states) ● Pacific Islands ● Cook Islands ● Fiji ● Kiribati ● New Zealand ● Papua New Guinea ● Samoa (formerly Western Samoa) ● Solomon Islands ● Tonga ● Vanuatu

BARFORD, Megan
Hydrography and navigation in South American and Australasian waters in the early 19th century
Prof S Schaffer
Cambridge, Trinity
PhD
2012

FAIR, Hannah
Not drowning but fighting: exploring grassroots climate advocacy in the Pacific
Dr S Randall and Dr B Page
London, UC
PhD
2012

AUSTRALIA

AHMETI, Sharon
The Albanian diaspora in Australia: the role of religion
Aberdeen
PhD
2010

AL HINAAI, Jalal
Constraining the structural evolution of the Canning Basin, north west Australia, and controls on oermo-carboniferous ice sheet development: implications for petroleum system analysis
Manchester
MPhil/PhD

ALLEN, Laurence Paul
Neuendettelsau missionaries who laboured in the Cape Bedford Mission, North Queensland, from 1887 to 1900
Dr O Zimmer
Oxford
MPhil

AZ-ZUBAIDT, Thamir
Multiculturalism in Australian contemporary drama
Dr L Evans
Leicester
PhD

BALLANTINE, Jessica
Representations of the natural environment by Canadian and Australian contemporary writers
Leeds
PhD

BANNAN, Elliott John
The operational performance of the Australians in Palestine within their place in the Egyptian Expeditionary Force, 1916-18
Dr R Johnson
Oxford
MPhil

BENNETT, Charlotte Jayne Sylvia
Imperial children and the Tasman world: vice-regal youth in Australia and New Zealand during the nineteenth century
Prof J Belich
Oxford, Wolfson
DPhil
2014

BRICE, Jeremy
Materials, markets, and the making of South Australian wine: uncertainties, vulnerabilities, valuation
Prof S Whatmore
Oxford
DPhil

BRUNATTI, Andrew
Executive-level intelligence community management architecture in Canada, Australia and New Zealand
Dr P Davies and Dr K Gustafson
Brunel
PhD

CHALABI, Azadeh
National human rights action plans and development [in Australia]
Dr J King and Dr N Balmer
London, UC

CLARK, Alison
Reconfiguring the colonial gaze: the aboriginal Australian and Torres Strait islander photographic collection at the British Museum
Dr I Henderson, Dr L Bolton (British Museum) and Dr F Bongiorno
London, King's
MPhil/PhD
2009

COLTHURST, Vince
Developments in Europe from the Munich Conference of 1938 to the outbreak of the Second World War: outlooks of the governing elites of the British Dominions of Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa in this period
Edinburgh
PhD

CONNOR, Claire
A miniature world: the 1852 voyage of the SS Great Britain from Liverpool to Melbourne
Prof T Cole and Dr S Potter
Bristol
PhD
CRAIG, Findlay
Post-rift deformation of the north west Australian shelf
Dr D Paton
Leeds
PhD
2009

CRANE, Jodie
Adaptive function and development of vocal signals in a cooperative bird [Chestnut-crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus ruficeps) of south eastern Australia]
Dr A Russell and Prof B Hatchwell
Sheffield
PhD

CREASEY, Matt
The developmental causes, and behavioural consequences of animal personality in the chestnut-crowned babbler (Pomatostomus ruficeps) [S.E. Australia]
Dr A Russell and Dr S Dall.
Exeter
PhD

CRONIN, John
Professionalism - consumerism in the transformation of legal services in Ireland: a comparative analysis with England and Wales and Australia
Prof A Sherr
London, Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
PhD

DEMBINSKI, Melanie
Yamati experiences with breast cancer [Western Australia]
Dr D Peluso, Dr M Poltorak and Prof R Just
Kent
PhD
2010

DENG, Peiqi
Retirement funding and long-term care for the elderly in the United Kingdom and Australia: lessons for China?
Prof N Whiteside
Warwick
MPhil/PhD

ELLIOPT, Michael
The ongoing justice struggles of indigenous peoples in the Canadian and Australian contexts
Southampton
PhD

EVANS, Alwyn
Capital, Welsh identity, entrepreneurship and a Western Australian gold mine - a case study (George Hall, 1855-1915)
Prof B Jones and Prof S Ward
Cardiff
PhD

FAGGETTER, Luje
The first mass extinction: interrogating the volcano sedimentary record of the Kalkarindji flood basalts, Australia
Prof P Wignall and Dr R Newton
Leeds
MPhil/PhD
2013

FATUROTI, Bukola
Cross-border infringements of digital copyright ownership: copyright protection regimes in developed economies such as USA, Canada, Australia and UK examined against developing economies like Nigeria and India
Dr M Adcock and Dr M Saul
Durham
MPhil/PhD

FINN, Lizzy
"Coming to terms": indigenous literary collectivism and the failure of Australian multiculturalism
Leeds
PhD

FUBARA, Asu
Guilley systems: their process development and morphometrics, primarily using seismic data from offshore the north west Australian coastline
Dr D Hodgson
Liverpool
MPhil/PhD

HEDLUND, Richard
The remedial nature of the constructive trust: comparing English and Australian equity jurisprudence
Prof R Nolan
York
DPhil

HOGGARD, Mark
The surface manifestation of mantle topography [the margins of Australia and India]
Prof N White
Cambridge
PhD

JACQUES, Sabine
The impact of the introduction of a parody exception in UK copyright law; drawing from the French, Australian and Canadian experience
Prof E Derclaye and Prof P Torremans
Nottingham
PhD

JOHNSTON, Iain Edward
The role of the Dominions in British victory, 1939-1945
Prof D Reynolds
Cambridge, Christ's
PhD

KAIN, Jennifer
Mental deficiency as contagion: debate and reality of the Australasian exclusion of 'mad' immigrants, circa 1880s to 1920s
Prof D MacRaild and Prof I Leigh
Durham
PhD

KNI, Anna
The conflict between religious freedom under Article 9 of the European Convention of Human Rights and the Article 8 ECHR right to a private family life: a comparative study between the UK, USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand
Mr A Baker and Prof I Leigh
Northumbria
PhD

KNIGHT, Anna
Leviathan revisited: nation-state against transnational terrorism: searching the third pillar of counter terrorism - comparative study of the post 9/11 counter radicalization strategies in Australia and the United Kingdom
Prof P Murphy
London, Institute of Commonwealth Studies
PhD
2009
LUTTMAN, Reyhan
Turkish supplementary schooling in London and Melbourne
Prof R Andrews
London, Institute of Education
MPhil/PhD

MARSHALL, Peter
Volcanic architecture and mineral prospectivity of the Central Kalkarindji flood basalt province, Northern Australia
Dr M Widdowson, Prof S Kelley and Dr D Murphy (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Open
PhD

MORGAN, Stephen
Ealing down under: nationalism, imperialism and the Australian films of Ealing Studios (1946-59)
Dr L Napper and Dr I Henderson
London, King's
PhD
2012

MURPHY, Rachel
Contemporary indigenous Australian art in the UK
East Anglia
PhD

OLAYODE, Adeniyi
The restorative justice concept in modern day practice, particularly in New Zealand, Australia, Northern Ireland and South Africa: consideration of changes to be made to Nigerian statutes
Prof J Doak and Dr T Brooks
Durham
PhD
2013

PANAYI, Carmen
The courtship and mating behaviour of the tooth-billed bowerbirds in northern Queensland
Prof N Davies
Cambridge
PhD
2012

PARSONS, Kelly
Constructing a national food policy: policy integration and co-ordination pathways and challenges in Australia and the UK
City
PhD

PEET, Jennifer L
An institutional ethnography of aboriginal Australian child separation histories: implications of social organising practices in accounting for the past
Prof L Stanley and Prof L Jamieson
Edinburgh
PhD

PORTENGA, Eric
The ages and sources of post-contact sediment in eastern Australia
Prof P Bishop, Dr D Fabel, Prof D Gore (Macquarie University), Dr K Westaway (Macquarie University) and Dr D Rood (Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre)
Glasgow and Macquarie
PhD

PORTER, Kate
Ecological worldviews and climate control technologies: the case of Haida Gwaii (Queensland
London, King's
PhD

PROKOPIENKO, Esther
Cultural productions in Australia until 1950 and the idea of the Australian nation: including literature, journalism, travel narratives, film, poetry and cookery books
Leeds
PhD

RUNGIEN, Siven Pillay
A comparison of the unilateral conduct provisions in competition law of the EU, Australia and Mauritius
Dr H Schmidt
Southampton
MPhil/PhD
2010

SERAN, Justine
Indigenous women's writing of Australia and New Zealand: on contemporary fiction from the 2000s
Edinburgh
PhD
2012

SHILLITO, Matthew
A legal analysis of the anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing frameworks in the UK, US, Australia and Columbia: are the links between money laundering and terrorist financing strong enough for a combined offence?
Dr R Stokes and Prof A Arora
Liverpool
PhD

SMITH, Lachlan
Graduates' understandings of work and identity in labour market transitions in the UK and Australia
Prof M Simms and Dr N James
Leicester
PhD

STEARS, Christopher
The management of legal risk in multi-function financial intermediaries: striking the balance between law and obligation: the case in the UK, US and Australia
London, Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
MPhil
2012

STEVENS, Mark
A comparative study of internment law and policy as to nationals of Japanese extraction during the Second World War in the US, Canada and Australia
Mr D Fraser
London, Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
PhD
2011

STEVENS, John
An investigation into the introduction of the Australian, Victoria Model of Mental Health Triage as the gateway to secondary mental health services in Wales
Prof G Rolfe and Dr M Coffey
Swansea
DProf

STEVENS, Neil
The production and mediatisation of political talk television in the US, UK and Australia
Prof S Barnett and Prof J Seaton
Westminster
PhD

STRAKOVA, Andrea
Genetic diversity and evolution in transmissible cancers in dogs and Tasmanian devils
Dr E Murchison
Cambridge
PhD
SWARTZ, Rebecca
Nineteenth century colonial governments, missionaries, and ‘native’ education in Natal, South Africa and Western Australia
Dr Z Laidlaw
London, Royal Holloway
PhD
2013

TAYLOR, James Morson Stewart
The creation and reception of William Westall's (1781-1850) Admiralty oil paintings of Australia, derived from his voyage in H.M.S. 'Investigator', 1801-3
Dr G Quilley
Sussex
DPhil
2012

THOMPSON, Caryl
"A necessary evil": the construction of migrants as a security threat [migrant inflows in the Asia-Pacific region (Australia, Malaysia and Singapore)]
Dr P Eadie and Prof J Snider
Nottingham
PhD

TRIGG, Lisa
Improving the quality of long-term care for older people through the use of quality standards and best practice guidelines: a comparative study of approaches in residential care in England and Australia
Dr J-L Fernandez and Dr I Shutes
London, LSE
PhD

TSAI, Victor
Similarities and differences between UK, US and Australian company laws in relation to the duties and liability of directors and other officers: issues around management decision-making or business judgment
Mr C Riley and Dr J Mukwiri
Durham
PhD

TWIDALE, Kirsten
Myth in action: Canada and Australia as 21st century middle powers
Dr R Dannreuther and Dr A Neal
Edinburgh
PhD

WALSH, Jacqueline
A comparative analysis of the intellectual property laws of Canada, the European Union and Australia: a case for Canadian statutory reform in favour of the small innovative firm
Leicester
PhD
2010

WARNER, Sara
A comparative analysis of the competition regulation of the market for premium content in the UK and Australia
Dr K McMahon
Warwick
PhD

WATTIS, Emma
British art: exhibition and reception in late 19th century Australia
Dr S V Turner and Dr A Lillie
York
PhD

WILMOTT, Clancy
Living the map: mobile mapping practices in post-colonial cities [Hong Kong, Sydney and Los Angeles]
Mr C Perkins
Manchester
PhD

WILSON, Rebecca
Understanding tropical isoprene emissions over an Australian rainforest
Prof P Palmer
Edinburgh
PhD

ZAMPINI, Giulia
Evidence, policy, drugs, prostitution, governance, UK, Australia
Kent
PhD

ZHENG, Yixiao
Navigating between rising power and vulnerability: China's paradox and its policy towards Australia
London, LSE
PhD

PACIFIC ISLANDS GENERAL

MEISSNER, Franziska
The social networks of numerically small migrant groups living in super-diverse cities: contemporary urban diversity in London (UK) and Toronto (Canada) and the social networks of South Pacific islanders
Prof S Vertovec and Prof R Black
Sussex
DPhil

STEVENS, Katherine
Race, sexuality and criminal justice in the colonial south-west Pacific, 1880-1920
Prof N Thomas and Dr S P Sivasundaram
Cambridge, Lucy Cavendish
PhD
2011
### FIJI

DURGAHEE, Reshaad  
Comparative indentures: experiences of indentured labour and transnational identity  
Dr S Legg and Prof M Heffernan  
Nottingham  
PhD

IGGLESDEN, Katrina  
Traditionally contemporary?: The transformation of meaning, use and significance of Fijian barkcloth, 1800 to present  
East Anglia  
PhD

JONES, Edwin  
The ‘Time of Fiji’: prophecy and kinship in highland Viti Levu  
Prof C Toren  
St Andrews  
PhD

KHAN, Natasha  
Transitional justice strategies in preventing recurrence of coups d’etat, with a focus on Fiji  
Prof P Gready  
York  
PhD

LEONARD, Patrick  
Catholic missionaries and culture in post-colonial Fiji: the promotion of a new semiotic ideology among Indo-Fijians  
Manchester  
PhD

MORGAN, Emily  
The applicability of value chain analysis as a tool to support the identification of opportunities for targeted public health nutrition policy and intervention: case study on the fruit and vegetable sector in Fiji  
Dr K Lock and Dr A Dangour  
London, LSHTM  
PhD  
2011

### NEW ZEALAND

BENNETT, Charlotte Jayne Sylvia  
Imperial children and the Tasman world: vice-regal youth in Australia and New Zealand during the nineteenth century  
Prof J Belich  
Oxford, Wolfson  
DPhil  
2014

BENN, Daniel  
The involvement of the concept of wellness with the holistic retreat in New Zealand: how engagement in social tourism activities can affect the mental health of those who are economically or otherwise disadvantaged in the United Kingdom.  
Surrey  
PhD  
2012

BROWN, Andrew  
Material culture traditions of prehistoric New Zealand  
Prof S Shennan and Dr A Bevan  
London, UC  
PhD

BRUNATTI, Andrew  
Executive-level intelligence community management architecture in Canada, Australia and New Zealand  
Dr P Davies and Dr K Gustafson  
Brunel  
PhD

BURTON, Matthew  
Commonwealth constitutionalism (Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom)  
Dr A Hunt and Mr G Gee  
Birmingham  
PhD

CLOTHURST, Vince  
Developments in Europe from the Munich Conference of 1938 to the outbreak of the Second World War: outlooks of the governing elites of the British Dominions of Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa in this period  
Edinburgh  
PhD

DOODY, Brendan  
Indoor and outdoor workers commutes to and from work in London, UK and Auckland, New Zealand  
Prof H Bulkeley, Dr A Baldwin and Prof P Macnaghten  
Durham  
PhD  
2012

ECONOMIDES, Havva G.  
A critical history of Peter Jackson’s Weta special effects 'studio' under consideration of the economic and social context of the New Zealand film industry and the global film industry  
St Andrews  
PhD

EMER, Carine  
The role of alien species in mutualistic and antagonistic animal-plant networks [New Zealand]  
Bristol  
PhD

FORBES, Huia  
Iwi and hapu in the Kawhia region (West Coast of the North Island): their communities and local government in resource management and planning  
Prof J Burgess, Prof C Vincent and Dr J Chilvers  
East Anglia  
PhD  
2006

GILLING, Ana  
How do contemporary (NZ) women MPs theorise and practice political power?  
Dr Y Galligan and Prof S O’Neill  
Queen’s, Belfast  
PhD

GRIFFITHS, Andrew  
Slope stability studies on newly discovered submarine volcanoes in the Kermadec Arc Region, south west Pacific  
Prof B McGuire and Dr I Wright (National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research, New Zealand)  
London, UC  
MPHil/PhD
HENDY, Ross
How routinely unarmed police officers resolve conflict in their
day-to-day work: police-citizen interactions in England, New
Zealand, and Norway
Dr Justice Tankebe
Cambridge
PhD
2013

JAMES, William
Glacial reconstruction and ice volume estimation of mountain
glaciers in New Zealand
Dr J Carrivick and Dr D Quincey
Leeds
PhD

KAIN, Jennifer
Mental deficiency as contagion: debate and reality of the
Australasian exclusion of ‘mad’ immigrants, circa 1880s to
1920s
Prof D MacRaild and Dr J Hardwick
Northumbria
PhD

KNIGHT, Anna
The conflict between religious freedom under Article 9 of the
European Convention of Human Rights and the Article 8
ECHR right to a private family life: a comparative study
between the UK, USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand
Mr A Baker and Prof I Leigh
Durham
PhD

LAIKEMAN-FRASER, Poppy
Simultaneous impacts of climate change and habitat
fragmentation on multi-trophic feeding interactions in New
Zealand
Dr R Ewers
London, Imperial
PhD

MILLER, Gavin
Referendums in the United Kingdom and New Zealand: a
comparative analysis
London, Birkbeck
MPhil/PhD

MOSES, Peter
Access to the countryside: a comparison between the United
Kingdom and New Zealand
Prof T Marsden and Prof P Milbourne
Cardiff
MPhil/PhD

MURPHY, Rachel
Contemporary indigenous Australian art in the UK
East Anglia
PhD

MURRAY-PEPPER, Megan
Creative appropriations of Shakespeare by women writers and
directors in New Zealand
Dr S Massai and Prof G McMullan
London, King’s
PhD
2009

OLAYODE, Adeniyi
The restorative justice concept in modern day practice,
particularly in New Zealand, Australia, Northern Ireland and
South Africa: consideration of changes to be made to Nigerian
statutes
Prof J Doak and Dr T Brooks
Durham
PhD
2013

POMEROY, David
Exploring the role of social class, ethnicity, and gender in how
New Zealand students experience maths in the first year of
secondary school
Prof D Reay
Cambridge
PhD

ROBINSON, Dave
Maori Rastafarian, myth; indigenism
London, LSE
PhD

RYAN, Anastasia
The sanctions of justice: a comparative study of sex workers
access to justice in Scotland and New Zealand
Dr S J Deelely and Ms C Connelly
Glasgow
PhD

RYAN-COLLINS, Josh
Central bank activity in the Commonwealth countries of New
Zealand and Canada in the 20th century
Prof R Werner
Southampton
PhD
2012

SERAN, Justine
Indigenous women's writing of Australia and New Zealand: on
contemporary fiction from the 2000s
Edinburgh
PhD
2012

SHIN, Ery
Queer modernisms: pain and paradox in Djuna Barnes,
Gertrude Stein, Virginia Woolf, and Katherine Mansfield
Ms J Johnson
Oxford, Brasenose
DPhil

TOULMIN, Suzannah
Quantitative studies of gas hydrates, offshore New Zealand
Dr Io Pecher (IPE), Dr A Curtis (University of Edinburgh) and
Dr S Henrys (GNS Science, New Zealand)
Heriot-Watt
PhD

WALKER, Leila
The plumage colouration of an endemic New Zealand
passerine, the hihi (Notiomystis cincta)
Dr R Kilner and Dr J G Ewen
Cambridge
PhD

WATSON, Iain
Scottish migration myths; their origins, durability and validity: a
comparative study of the sojourning migrant Scots of Hong
Kong and the settled Scots diaspora of New Zealand
Dr E Delaney
Edinburgh
PhD
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

BARTOLE, Tomi
Transforming bodies, transforming social relations: an ethnographic analysis of the sense of touch, Papua New Guinea
Prof C Toren
St Andrews
PhD

DICKIONSON, Paul
Obsidian tools as evidence for value, trade and exchange: the microscopic analysis of use wear and residue on Araho’s type 1 obsidian tools from Willaumez, Papua New Guinea (5900 – 3600 BP)
Dr H Barton
Leicester
PhD

GILBERT, Paul Robert
The intersection of economic anthropology and science and technology studies: natural resources, elite groups, the anthropology of value, and issues of morality in business and development [fieldwork in the UK, Bangladesh and Papua New Guinea]
Prof K Gardner and Dr D Rajak
Sussex
DPhil

HUKULA, Fiona
Block Laif: an ethnography of a Port Moresby settlement
Dr T Crook
St Andrews
PhD

KENEMA, Simon
Mineral resource development and the nature of economic, social and political relations between host communities, the governance institutions and other special interest groups in Papua New Guinea
Dr T Crook
St Andrews
PhD

MOOROWER, Peter
Asymmetric price transmission of selected staple food in spatially separated formal and informal markets in Papua New Guinea and the welfare effects on households
Dr A Ghoshray
Bath
PhD

SANTOS DA COSTA, Priscila
The rhetoric of Porigi in community building at Karimui
Dr T Crook
St Andrews
PhD
2012

SKRZYPEK, Emilia
Sustainable development, corporate social responsibility and agreement-making at the Frieda River copper mine, Papua New Guinea
St Andrews
MPhil/PhD

SOLOMON ISLANDS

HAGEN, Kim
Community resilience to geological hazards in the Solomon Islands
Open
PhD
2011

MAGGIO, Rodolfo
Pentecostalism, economy, morality and sociality in the Solomon Islands
Manchester
PhD

MIGUEL LORENZO, Laura Alexandra
Domestic violence, agency, Christianity and gendered subjectivities [Solomon Islands]
London, LSE
PhD

TRACEY, Jonathan
Vernacular adaptations to climate change: an anthropological study in the Solomon Islands
Dr T Cross
St Andrews
PhD

WHITELEY, Johanna
Land-person relations in matrilineal kinship; the co-transformations of Anglican Christianity and matrilineal ways of knowing and being
London, LSE
PhD

TONGA

BOBELDIJK, Stephanie
Promotion and preservation of intangible cultural heritage in the Kingdom of Tonga
Prof C Toren
St Andrews
PhD
2013
VANUATU

HAZELGROVE-PLANEL, Lucie
Pandanus plaiting in Vanuatu
Dr C Lind and Dr S Bunn
St Andrews
PhD

McDONALD, Lisa
Contemporary art of Vanuatu: contexts, creativity, forms and markets
East Anglia
PhD

RIDGE, Eleanor
Semantic variation in two varieties of Southeast Ambrym (Vanuatu)
Prof P Austin
London, SOAS
PhD

ROZE, Candice
Re-thinking environmental knowledge through an anthropological approach to people’s understanding of the forest in Vanuatu
Aberdeen
PhD

RYBANSKA, Veronika
Playing with ritual: ritualised behaviour, executive control and the ability to delay gratification among children in Vanuatu
Oxford
DPhil

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

AL ALI, Mahmoud
Soil water conservation and water balance model for micro-catchment water harvesting system
Prof G Sander
Loughborough
PhD

EVANS, Alexandra
What factors contribute to the functioning or failure of wastewater treatment plants in developing countries? [India, Pakistan, Ghana]
Mr M Smith and Prof A Wheatley
Loughborough
MPhil/PhD
2006

SIBANDE, Lonester
Smallholder farmers’ access to markets in developing countries
Dr A Bailey and Prof S Davidova
Kent
PhD
Appendix 1
Commonwealth member nations, former members of the Commonwealth and those countries and areas that have had a past association with Britain as colonies, protectorates or trust territories that are covered by the Register

Aden (1839-1967)
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Ascension
Australia
Australian Antarctic Territory
Bahamas
Bahrain (1882-1971)
Bangladesh
Barbados
Basutoland (later Lesotho)
Bechuanaland (later Botswana)
Belize
Bermuda
Borneo (later Malaysia)
Botswana
British Antarctic Territory
British Cameroons (later Cameroon)
British Columbia (later Canada)
British Guiana (later Guyana)
British Honduras (later Belize)
British Solomon Islands (later Solomon Islands)
British Virgin Islands
Brunei Darussalam
Burma (later Myanmar)
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Colony
Cayman Islands
Ceylon (later Sri Lanka)
Christmas Islands
Cocos Keeling Islands
Cook Islands
Cyprus
Dominica
East Pakistan (later Bangladesh)
Ellice Islands (later Tuvalu)
Falkland Islands
Fiji (suspended from Commonwealth councils Dec. 2006)
The Gambia
Ghana
Gibraltar
Gilbert Islands (later Kiribati)
Gold Coast (later Ghana)
Grenada
Guyana
Heligoland (1807-1890)
Hong Kong (1897-1997)
Hudson’s Bay Territories (Rupert’s Land) (later Canada)
India
Ionian Islands (1809-1864)
Iraq (1918-1932)
Ireland (1922-1948)
Jamaica
Kashmir
Kenya
Kiribati
Kuwait (1899-1961)
Lesotho
Malawi
Malaya (later Malaysia)
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mauritius
Minorca (1708-1802)
Montserrat
Mozambique
Myanmar (1824-1948)
Namibia
Nauru
Newfoundland (later Canada)
New Guinea (later Papua New Guinea)
New Hebrides (later Vanuatu)
New Zealand
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
Northern Rhodesia (later Zambia)
Nova Scotia (later Canada)
Nyasaland (later Malawi)
Ontario (later Canada)
Orange Free State
Pakistan
Palestine (1919-1971)
Papua (later Papua New Guinea)
Papua New Guinea
Pitcairn
Prince Edward Island (later Canada)
Qatar (1916-1971)
Quebec (later Canada)
Rhodesia (later Zimbabwe)
Ross Dependency
Rwanda
St Christopher, Nevis (later St Kitts & Nevis)
St Helena
St Kitts & Nevis
St Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla
St Lucia
St Vincent & the Grenadines
Samoa (formerly Western Samoa)
Sarawak (later Malaysia)
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Solomon Islands
Somaliland Protectorate (1896-1960)
South Africa
South Georgia
South Sandwich Islands
South West Africa (later Namibia)
Southern Rhodesia (later Rhodesia)
Sri Lanka
Straits Settlements (later Malaysia and Singapore)
Sudan (1885-1956)
Swaziland
Tanganyika (later Tanzania)
Tanzania
Togoland (later Ghana)
Tokelau Islands
Tobago
Tonga
Transjordan (1920-1948)
Trinidad (later Trinidad and Tobago)
Trinidad and Tobago
Tristan da Cunha
Trucial States (1892-1971)
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Vancouver Island (later Canada)
Vanuatu
Wei Hei Wei (1898-1930)
Western Samoa
Zambia
Zanzibar (later Tanzania)
Zimbabwe (left Commonwealth Nov 2003)
### Appendix 2:
#### Contributing universities, colleges and institutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Departments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>Anthropology, Archaeology, Biological Sciences, Geography &amp; Environment, Geology &amp; Petroleum Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberystwyth</td>
<td>Geography, International Politics, Law, Management and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aston</td>
<td>Languages &amp; Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor</td>
<td>Education, Environment, Natural Resources &amp; Geography, History, Welsh History &amp; Archaeology, Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath</td>
<td>Economics, Education, Management, Politics, Languages &amp; International Studies, Social &amp; Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford</td>
<td>Economics, Health Studies, International Studies, Peace Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brighton</td>
<td>Curatorial &amp; Museum Studies, Design &amp; Craft, History &amp; Literature, Politics &amp; Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>Biological Sciences, Earth Sciences, Policy Studies, Sociology, Politics &amp; International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunel</td>
<td>Anthropology, Institute for the Environment, Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Anthropology, Archaeology, Architecture, Criminology, Divinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>African Studies, Education &amp; Lifelong Learning, Environmental Sciences, History, International Development, Law, Literature, Drama &amp; Creative Writing, Norwich Business School, Political, Social &amp; International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Montfort</td>
<td>Accountancy &amp; Finance, Institute of Creative Technologies, Institute of Energy &amp; Sustainable Development, Participation &amp; Social Justice Research Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dundee</td>
<td>Economics, Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Anglia</td>
<td>Art History &amp; World History, Education &amp; Lifelong Learning, Film, Television &amp; Media, Environmental Sciences, History, International Development, Law, Literature, Drama &amp; Creative Writing, Norwich Business School, Political, Social &amp; International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East London</td>
<td>Law &amp; Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>African Studies, Business School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Divinity
Educational Studies
English Studies
History
Immunology
International Public Health Policy
Law
Politics & International Relations
Population and Health Sciences
Social Anthropology
Social Policy
Sociology
South Asian Studies
Sport & Exercise

Essex
Art History
Government
History
Human Rights
Language & Linguistics
Law
Literature, Film & Theatre
Psychoanalytical Studies
Sociology

Exeter
Archaeology
Biosciences
Drama
English
History
Politics

Glasgow
Biodiversity, Animal Health & Comparative Medicine
Business
Geographical & Earth Sciences
Law
Politics
Theatre, Film & Television

Hull
Anthropology
Geography
Law
Politics & International Studies
WISE (Wilberforce Institute for the Study of Slavery & Emancipation)

Kent
Anthropology & Conservation
Business School
Durrell Institute of Conservation & Ecology
Economics
English
History
Law
Politics & International Relations

Kingston
Economics

Lancaster
Economics
English & Creative Writing
Health Research
Lancaster Environment Centre
Law
Management Science
Organisation, Work & Technology
Politics & International Relations
Religion

Leeds
Communication Studies
Earth & Environment
English
Geography

Health Care
History
Law
Music
Politics & International Relations
Sociology & Social Policy
Transport Studies

Leicester
Archaeology & Ancient History
English
Geography
Geology
Law
Management
Media & Communications
Sociology
Urban History

Liverpool
Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology
Architecture
Earth & Ocean Sciences

London
Birkbeck
Earth & Planetary Sciences
English & Humanities
Geography, Environment & Development Studies
History, Classics & Archaeology
Law
Politics
Psychosocial Studies

Goldsmiths
Anthropology
Drama
History
Media & Communications
Music
Sociology
Visual Cultures

Institute of Education
Continuing professional Education
Early Childhood & Primary Education
International & Lifelong Education
Policy & Society
Psychology & Human Development

King’s College
Culture, Media & Creative Industries
English
Film Studies
Geography
Health Service & Population Research
History
Law
Management
Theology & Religious Studies
War Studies

London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine
Centre for History in Public Health
Epidemiology & Public Health
Infectious & Tropical Diseases
Public Health & Policy

London School of Economics
Anthropology
Economic History
Gender Institute
Geography & Environment
Government
International Development
International History
International Relations
Law
Management
Social Policy
Sociology

Queen Mary
Business & Management
Geography
Law
Politics & International Relations

Royal Holloway
Music
Politics & International Relations

School of Advanced Studies
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
Institute of Commonwealth Studies
Institute of Historical Research

School of Oriental & African Studies
Africa
Anthropology & Sociology
Art & Archaeology
Buddhist Studies
Development Studies
Economics
Financial & Management Studies
Food Studies
Gender Studies
History
Jaina Studies
Law
Linguistics
Media & Film Studies
Migration & Diaspora Studies
Politics
South Asia
South East Asia

University College London
Anthropology
Archaeology
Geography
History
History of Art
Information Studies
Law
Security & Crime Science

London Metropolitan
Loughborough
Business & Economics
Civil & Building Engineering
Geography
Information Studies
Social Sciences

Manchester
Archaeology
Earth, Atmospheric & Environmental Sciences
Economics
Environment & Development
Languages, Linguistics & Culture
Law
Manchester Business School
Politics
Social Anthropology

Newcastle
Agriculture, Food & Rural Development
Architecture, Planning & Landscape
Civil Engineering
Geography
Historical Studies
Media & Cultural Studies
Politics

Nottingham
American & Canadian Studies
Archaeology
Business School
Culture, Film & Media
Economics
Education
English Studies
Geography
History
Law
Sociology & Social Policy

Open
Business
Communication & Systems
Development Policy & Practice
History

Oxford
African Studies Centre
Anthropology
Archaeology
Earth Sciences
Economics
Economics & Social History
Geography
Geography & the Environment
International Development (Queen Elizabeth House)
Linguistics, Philology and Phonetics
Population Ageing
Sociology
Wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine

Plymouth
Earth Sciences
Geography
Marine & Coastal Policy Research Centre
Plymouth International Studies Centre

Portsmouth
Accounting & Finance
Architecture
Economics

Reading
Agriculture
Archaeology
Construction Management & Engineering
Education
History
Law

St Andrews
Art History
Economics & Finance
International Relations
Psychology
Social Anthropology

Sheffield
Animal & Plant Sciences
Architecture
Biblical Studies
Civil & Structural Engineering
Economics
Geography
Human & Communication Sciences
Information School
Journalism
Landscape
Law
Management
Politics
Psychology
Sociological Studies
Sheffield Hallam
Built Environment
Humanities
Regional Economy & Social Research
Sociology & Psychology

Southampton
Archaeology
Education
Geography
National Oceanography Centre
Ocean & Earth Sciences
Social Sciences

Stirling
Biological & Environmental Science
Film, Media & Journalism
Languages, Culture & Religion
Management
Psychology

Strathclyde
Business

Surrey
Dance
Economics
Law
Sociology

Sussex
Anthropology
Development Studies
Economics
Education
Law
Sociology
Institute of Development Studies
Graduate Office
Migration Centre

Swansea
Law
Politics & International Relations

Warwick
Applied Linguistics
Business
Classical & Ancient History
Comparative American Studies
Employment Research
English & Comparative Literary Studies
Film & Television
History
History of Art
Law
Politics & International Relations
Sociology
Theatre Studies

West of England
Art & Design
Planning & Architecture

Westminster
Graduate School

York
Archaeology
Education
Environment
History
Human Rights
Language and Linguistic Science
Law
Management
Politics
Social Work & Social Policy
Women's Studies